Behavioral Reactions of Marine Mammals to Drones
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RESULTS

BACKGROUND
o Small drones—unmanned aerial vehicles---provide low
cost, tools useful for remotely studying marine wildlife
in a diverse range of applications including
respiratory blow sampling, photo-identification, and
behavioral follows.

• Examine new reactions of a range of marine mammal species to small
drones to identify and compare behavioral reactions for similarities
and differences.
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Species newly documented to react to small rotary-winged drones.
Number of individual animals reacting to drones in each species relative to
proportion of flights during which reactions were documented.
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Data analysis

• Data collected from 2015–2017 for several distinct projects • Analyze observations of animals reacting
to the drone using ad libitum and all
across a variety of geographic regions including Belize,
event sampling to characterize the variety
Argentina, Alaska, and Mexico.
of behaviors observed.
• Applications included: behavioral observations and
experimental flights with dolphins and manatees (Ramos et
• Compare responses and factors influence
al., unpublished data), photo-identification of manatees;
their likelihood (e.g., altitude, approach
respiratory blow samples (SnotBot) of whales (Kerr et al.
angle), where possible, across species to
2016; Kerr, Poster here!); and wildlife cinematography with
identify possible metrics for reducing
a variety of species (SPUNCO films).
chances of disturbance across different
• Examined possible behavioral responses of marine
marine mammals.
mammals to small drones from recorded videos from various
studies.
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•

Antillean manatees were the most negatively impacted, typically
startling, fleeing the area, and if followed, continuing to respond
to the presence of the craft.

•

Dolphin responses were short, with rough-toothed dolphins
exhibiting short term disturbance and bottlenose dolphins
primarily attending.

•

Dolphins and whales turned to observe the aircraft in similar
ways.

•

Disturbance behavior in response to drones on multiple occasions
over years by known animals (an adult bottlenose dolphin and a
juvenile manatee) suggest some animals in the population my be
more susceptible to disturbance than others.

• Generally, it seems so! Most marine mammals in our studies
were largely unaffected by frequent, careful flights of
drones at high altitudes.
• The results of our observations show small drones flown by
experienced pilots have little effect on marine mammal
behavior, with reactions short and less frequent, and less
impactful than most interactions with vessels.
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Manatees responded at low
to high altitudes while, whales
primarily responded < 4 m
and dolphins < 33 m.
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SIRENIA

Respiratory blow collection

• Pilots should develop suitable protocols for different species
and minimize fast movements, direct approaches, and
carefully evaluate animal behavior for signs of disturbance.

CONCLUSIONS
Drones are a powerful tool for studying marine wildlife, and when used
carefully, appear to pose minimal risk to marine mammals.
Best practices should be tailored to species and applications.
Future steps: We will continue to carefully examine datasets on marine
mammal responses to provide specific recommendations for applications.

Boxplot of altitudes of animal reactions.
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Proportion of flights with reactions

o We examine new reports of behavioral responses
across 7 species and to better understand how
marine mammals differ in their responses to drones,
identify whether these constitute harmful disturbance,
and use these data to develop metrics for reducing
the impact of these systems.

MYSTICETES

Number of animlals reacting

o Cetaceans and pinnipeds have been documented
reacting to small drone flight, but careful
examinations of reactions and their contexts are
lacking.
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